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 Just four days after the RBI announced that it would be prioritising inflation over growth, official 

data show retail inflation disquietingly accelerated to a 17-month high of 6.95% in March. The pace of 

acceleration in price gains appears to have caught most economists too off guard. The RBI’s latest 

Survey of Professional Forecasters, released last week, shows the median Q4 inflation expectation of the 

33 panellists polled made an assumption for March CPI inflation that was 73 basis points lower at 6.22%. 

The upsurge was largely driven by food prices, which at the food and beverages group level accounts for 

46% of the weight of the Consumer Price Index. While inflation in food and beverages accelerated by 

154 basis points from the previous month’s pace to an annualised rate of 7.47%, the month-on-month 

inflation too was a significant 1.3%. Prices of oils and fats rose 18.8% year-on-year and by as much as 

5.3% sequentially. Even granting that the war in Ukraine has severely disrupted the import of sunflower 

oil and forced edible oil importers to seek alternative supplies at a premium, this is one food item that 

has been witnessing protracted price pressures. It reflects poorly on the Government’s efforts to 

proactively address the supply related issues. Meat and fish prices too saw a sharp spike, at 9.63% 

annualised and a 5% sequential acceleration. RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das pointedly flagged the war’s 

impact on feed costs and warned that global supply shortages could continue to have a “spillover impact 

on poultry, milk and dairy” prices. 

Consumers in the hinterland, where a vast majority of the poor live, have been harder hit, with 

rural inflation running a sizeable 71 basis points faster at 7.66%. Food price inflation for rural buyers 

measured by the Consumer Food Price Index, exceeded the 8% level, at 8.04%, hinting at the increasing 

precarity and nutritional vulnerability in the countryside. Most disconcertingly, the March inflation print 

barely factors in the pass-through impact of the ongoing increases in the pump prices of petrol and 

diesel, as state-run refiners began raising prices only from March 22. With road freight rates for 

transporting everything from farm produce to industrial goods set to rise to reflect the increase in fuel 

costs, looking ahead the 8% inflation seen in the transport and communication subgroup may end up 

seeming rather tame in comparison. Two other RBI surveys, on Households’ Inflation Expectations and 

Consumer Confidence, also raise cautionary flags. While the former shows both three-month and one-

year ahead expectations rose from the last round to 10.7% and 10.8%, respectively, the latter points to 

consumer confidence remaining negative, an improvement in sentiment notwithstanding. Specifically, 

the one-year ahead expectations on inflation show about 84% consumers see price gains intensifying 

and the majority expect to spend more on essentials than non-essentials. It is time policymakers act to 

tame inflation before it dampens consumption and growth any further. 

 

 Retail or Consumer Price Index (CPI) inflation 

(noun) – The change in the price index of the 

basket of consumer goods and services over a 

period of time is referred to as CPI-based 

inflation or retail inflation. 

 Wholesale or Wholesale price Index (WPI) 

inflation (noun) – The change in the price 

index of the basket of wholesale goods (and no 

services) over a period of time is referred to as 

WPI-based inflation or wholesale inflation. 

 disquietingly (adverb) – distressingly, 

upsettingly, disturbingly, awfully. 

 accelerate (verb) – increase, rise, escalate. 

 pace (noun) – speed, rate. 

 acceleration (noun) – increase, rise, surge, 

escalation. 

 price gain (noun) – a general increase in the 

price of something. 

 catch someone off guard/throw someone off 

balance (phrase) – surprise someone by doing 

something they do not expect; baffle, mystify, 

bemuse, perplex, puzzle, confuse, 

 RBI Professional Forecasters Survey (SPF) 

(noun) – The Reserve Bank has been 

conducting the Survey of Professional 

Forecasters (SPF) (on Macroeconomic 

Indicators) since September 2007. The Survey 

of Professional Forecasters is conducted bi-

monthly as against quarterly from 28th Round. 
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 median (adjective) – mean, average. 

 expectation (noun) – reckoning, assumption, 

calculation, prediction, forecast, projection. 

 basis point (BPS) (noun) – a unit of measure 

used in finance to describe the percentage 

change in the value or rate of a financial 

instrument. One basis point is equivalent to 

0.01% (1/100th of a percent). Used for 

measuring change in interest rate/yield. 

 upsurge (noun) – sudden increase, rise, 

growth, inflation. 

 drive (verb) – prompt, precipitate, spur. 

 beverage (noun) – a drink, such as tea, coffee, 

liquor, beer, milk, juice, or soft drinks, usually 

excluding water. 

 account for (phrasal verb) – constitute, make 

up, comprise, form, compose, represent. 

 weight (noun) – value, importance, 

significance. 

 Consumer Price Index (CPI) (noun) – The CPI 

looks at the basket of consumer goods and 

services and it measures the change in price of 

this basket over a period of time. To put it 

simply, the CPI monitors retail prices at a 

certain level for a particular commodity. 

 Wholesale Price Index (WPI) (noun) – The WPI 

looks at a basket of wholesale goods (goods 

purchased in large quantities by businesses 

directly from manufacturers with the intent of 

reselling them to retailers). the WPI tracks 

prices at the factory gate before the retail 

level. 

 annualised (adjective) – (of an inflation) 

calculated again as an annual rate. 

 month-on-month (adjective) – used to 

compare data for one month with that in 

previous months. 

 year-on-year (adjective) – year over year (for 

comparison). 

 sequentially (adverb) – in succession, 

successively, continuously. 

 grant (verb) – admit, accept, agree, concede. 

 seek (verb) – request, ask for, request, 

demand, appeal. 

 at a premium (phrase) – beyond price, above 

the nominal price. 

 witness (verb) – confirm, indicate, prove, 

demonstrate, show. 

 protracted (adjective) – prolonged, extended, 

sustained, long-drawn-out, lengthened, never-

ending, endless, lingering. 

 Inflationary/price pressures (noun) – the 

demand and supply-side pressures that can 

cause a rise in the general price level; cost-

push inflation, hot-economy, deficit finance. 

 reflect badly on (phrase) – discredit, disgrace, 

shame, put in a bad light, damage, damage the 

reputation of, tarnish the reputation of, give a 

bad name to. 

 proactively (adverb) – farsightedly, shrewdly, 

energetically. 

 address (verb) – tackle, deal with, attend to, 

try to sort out. 

 spike (noun) – a sharp increase. 

 pointedly (adverb) – directly, unambiguously, 

unquestionably. 

 flag (verb) – indicate, identify, point out. 

 spillover (noun as modifier) – consequence, 

outcome, repercussion (an unexpected one). 

 dairy (adjective) – relating to the products 

made from milk. 

 hinterland (noun) – remote areas of a country 

away from the coastal areas/the banks of 

major rivers. 

 hit (verb) – affect badly, devastate, damage. 

 run (verb) – reach, range, continue. 

 sizeable (adjective) – substantial, considerable, 

significant. 

 food price inflation (noun) – the rise in the 

prices of most goods and services of food & 

related things. 

 Consumer Food Price Index (CFPI) (noun) – a 

measure of change in retail prices of food 

products consumed by a defined population 

group in a given area with reference to a base 

year. 

 precarity (noun) – the state of being 

uncertain/insecure/unsafe. 

 disconcertingly (adverb) – unsettlingly, 

disturbingly, worryingly. 

 print (verb) – register, mark. 

 pass-through (noun) – passing on a cost to a 

customer. 
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 pump price (noun) – the retail selling price of 

petrol/diesel (to the public). 

 state-run (adjective) – (state) government-

owned. 

 refinery (noun) – a factory for refining 

something, as metal, sugar, or petroleum. 

 freight (noun as modifier) – transportation, 

transport, carrying, delivery; goods, cargo, 

load, consignment. 

 produce (noun) – all agricultural products. 

 set to (phrasal verb) – start doing something 

vigorously. 

 reflect (verb) – indicate, show, display, 

demonstrate. 

 look ahead (phrasal verb) – to think about 

what will happen in the future. 

 end up (phrasal verb) – finish up, turn up, 

come/appear, find oneself (to a particular 

course of action in the end). 

 tame (adjective) – unexciting, uninteresting, 

uninspired, uninspiring, dull. 

 in comparison (phrase) – when compared; 

comparatively, by comparison, 

proportionately. 

 household (noun) – family, house. 

 consumer confidence (noun) – the outlook/ 

viewpoint that consumers have towards the 

economy. 

 cautionary (adjective) – frightening, 

intimidating, alarming, warning. 

 flag (noun) – indication. 

 sentiment (noun) – point of view, way of 

thinking, feeling, attitude, thought, opinion, 

belief. 

 notwithstanding (adverb) – nevertheless, 

nonetheless, even so, in spite of that. 

 intensify (verb) – increase, raise, aggravate, 

exacerbate. 

************************************************************************************* 

The rule of law has a new interpretation in Madhya Pradesh: it is whatever is done by the rulers, 

and requires neither law nor process. The demolition of about 45 pieces of property, both houses and 

shops, allegedly belonging to “rioters” at Khargone, a day after a procession to mark Ram Navami, does 

not appear to be based on any law. It is undoubtedly an instance of collective punishment for the 

alleged acts of a few. There is little doubt that it was a state-backed drive aimed at Muslims. The basis 

for the action is the allegation that the Hindu procession was targeted by stones as it passed through a 

lane adjacent to a mosque. An official spin is sought to be given to the demolition drive that these were 

“encroachments” and were removed under existing rules. However, the zeal shown in bringing in 

bulldozers a day after violence marred the Ram Navami procession indicates that punishing those 

suspected of involvement was the main motivating factor. Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan has 

warned that rioters would not be spared and that action would not be limited to arrests, but would 

extend to recovery of damages from property owned by them. The legal basis is possibly a 2009 order of 

the Supreme Court, permitting the pinning of the blame on organisers of an event if it ends in violence, 

and recovering compensation from them against claims. However, even that was allowed only after 

their involvement in the violence was proved, an element clearly absent here. 

Hindutva outfits have been, for some time now, targeting Muslim businesses with calls for 

boycott and dissemination of rumours about their practices. In the backdrop of an upsurge in calls for 

violence against Muslims, some with a genocidal tenor, there is reason to believe that there is a larger 

agenda behind the various incidents of communal colour taking place. The objective seems to be to 

provoke some sort of retaliation so that they can be portrayed as culprits and severe punishment, both 

legal and extra-legal, meted out. The ‘othering’ of Muslims is no more discreet, but is being actively 

promoted in public and shared through social media. In some disturbing visuals, men appearing to be 

saffron-robed monks are seen handing out death and rape threats. The sight of crowds dancing with 

raised swords and saffron flags outside mosques, even as obscene slogans and provocative songs are 

being played, has become a defining visual in the Hindutva project. The country should not be allowed 

to be driven towards an atmosphere of communal tension with the tacit support of the government 

machinery in several States. 
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 rule of law (phrase) – it is described as “a 

principle of governance in which all persons, 

institutions and entities, public and private, 

including the State itself, are accountable to 

laws that are publicly promulgated, equally 

enforced and independently adjudicated, and 

which are consistent with international human 

rights norms and standards. 

 interpretation (noun) – explanation, meaning, 

understanding, clarification, definition. 

 allegedly (adverb) – reportedly, supposedly, 

purportedly, ostensibly, apparently. 

 mark (verb) – celebrate, observe, 

commemorate. 

 undoubtedly (adverb) – clearly, obviously, 

absolutely, certainly.  

 instance (noun) – example.  

 alleged (adjective) – supposed, claimed, 

professed, purported, reported, ostensible. 

 state-backed (adjective) – supported by the 

government. 

 drive (noun) – approach, way, push, initiative, 

movement. 

 allegation (noun) – charge, accusation, 

indictment. 

 spin (noun) – angle, twist (in a particular way 

to present an information). 

 sought past tense of seek (verb) – try, aim, 

attempt; ask for, appeal to, demand. 

 encroachment (noun) – intrusion, infiltration, 

incursion, trespass, invasion. 

 zeal (noun) – committedness, devotion, 

enthusiasm, eagerness, keenness. 

 mar (verb) – spoil, ruin, impair, damage. 

 spare (verb) – pardon, grant a pardon to, 

excuse, leave unpunished, forgive, release, 

free, let off. 

 pin on (phrasal verb) – blame something on, 

lay the blame for something on, attribute 

something to, ascribe something to. 

 compensation (noun) – payment, repayment, 

settlement (for loss/damage). 

 outfit (noun) – organization, group. 

 call (for) (phrasal verb) – ask for, request, 

appeal, demand. 

 dissemination (noun) – spreading, circulation, 

distribution. 

 backdrop (noun) – situation, scenario, context, 

background. 

 genocidal (adjective) – relating to the 

deliberate mass murder/killing. 

 tenor (noun) – the general content/meaning. 

 agenda (noun) – intention, motive. 

 colour (noun) – tone. 

 objective (noun) – aim, intention, purpose, 

target. 

 provoke (verb) –  incite, rouse, stir, prompt, 

induce; motivate, encourage. 

 retaliation (noun) – revenge, vengeance, 

counter-attack. 

 portray (verb) – represent, depict, 

characterize, describe, present. 

 extra-legal (adjective) – not regulated by the 

law. 

 mete out (phrasal verb) – dispense, hand out,  

issue, deal out, give out, assign (a punishment). 

 othering (noun) – alienation, isolation, 

detachment, separation. 

 discreet (adjective) – careful, circumspect, 

cautious, close-lipped; delicate, diplomatic, 

sensible. 

 in public (phrase) – publicly, openly, blatantly, 

flagrantly, overtly, boldly, audaciously, 

unashamedly, shamelessly. 

 hand out (phrasal verb) – distribute,  give out, 

deal out, mete out. 

 sight (noun) – view. 

 obscene (adjective) – rude, dirty, filthy, vulgar, 

foul, nasty, disgusting, offensive, shameless. 

 provocative (adjective) – annoying, irritating, 

agitational, provoking, inflammatory. 

 atmosphere (noun) – environment, 

background, backdrop, setting, context; 

conditions, circumstances. 

 tacit (adjective) – implicit, understood, 

implied, unspoken, unstated, undeclared, 

unsaid, unexpressed, unmentioned. 

 machinery (noun) – system, apparatus, 

structure. 
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